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Eas�:

Distance Up to 5miles

Weather Good; not too hot/cold/rainy

Elevation Change Up to 500ft

Experience/fitness None needed

# Days Half day trips

Example Trips Grafton, local stuff, small things in
greens/taconics/catskills/adk

Other Notes:
- 8:2 participant to leader ratio
- Expect a slow pace
- Will probably need to educate participants on the proper trail etiquette

Moderate:

Distance 4-8 miles

Weather Fair; can be a little hot/cold or some rain

Elevation Change Up to to 1.5k, should not enter potentially
dangerous higher alpine environments

Experience/fitness Some preferred, but not required

# Days 1 day, maybe a relaxed overnight

Example Trips Taconics, small Greens/ADK/Catskills

Other Notes:
- 8:2 participant to leader ratio
- Depending on the hike, could plan to hike a bit faster (for something on the easier

side) or slower (for something on the harder side)
- Might still need to educate on etiquette



Di�cult:

Distance 8-15 miles

Weather Can be bad

Elevation Change 2k-4k

Experience/fitness Experience needed, must be fit, experience
carrying weight may be required

# Days Day trip to multiday trips

Examples ADK, Greens, Whites, Catskills

Participant:Leader 6:2 or 8:2 depending on experience

Pace Faster, hikes on the difficult side may be
moderately paced, but participants should
be able to hold a fair pace

Knowledge Make sure participants are aware of
etiquette, but most should be familiar

Other Notes:
- No snowshoes or crampons can be used
- If you don’t personally know the participants, may be a good idea to ask them more

in depth questions about what type of food they usually bring, how much water they
drink, what they would do if they felt muscle fatigue/cramping on a hike, etc to
gauge how well they know their body

- Keep an eye on people who may not be as in touch with themselves,
especially on multiday or long single day trips



Strenuous:

Distance 15+ miles

Weather Can be bad, real bad

Elevation Change 3500+ gain

Experience/fitness Experience required, must be very fit,
MUST be self aware (know when they need
to stop for food, know what to pack based
on personal preferences)

# Days Day trip to multiday trips

Examples ADK, Greens (some), Whites, Catskills
(Devil’s path), other ranges around the
world

Participant:Leader 6:2 or 4:2 depending on experience

Other Notes:
- Fast pace
- Ample knowledge of LNT, trail etiquette, etc
- If you don’t personally know the participants, may be a good idea to ask them more

in depth questions about what type of food they usually bring, how much water they
drink, what they would do if they felt muscle fatigue/cramping on a hike, etc to
gauge how well they know their body

- Don’t bring people who don’t know how to properly take care of themselves,
especially on multiday or long single day trips

A qualified leader must have:

Hard skills
- Proof of current certification of WFA, CPR, and OWL
- Assistant lead at least 1 trip with an existing leader
- Proper clothing and equipment: Layering. Appropriate use of cotton. Sun protection.

Footwear. Wind and water shell clothing. Extra layers packed to stay dry. 
- Backpack adjustment and repair: Sizing. Proper pack mass distribution for hiking on

flat or steep terrain. 
- Navigation by map and compass, knowledge of terrain that may be encountered and

how to prepare for it. 
- Use of common camp stoves: Fuels used. Priming stoves. Stove repair. Cooking in

windy conditions. How to cook. Food to pack. 
- Use of common styles of tents: proper location for water drainage. Use of rain fly

when necessary



- Backcountry rules and regulations: Current policy of intended location
- Water treatment and purification: Safe sources. Tablets. Boiling, Filters. Knowledge

of how to use them
- Awareness and prediction of changing weather conditions
- How to keep clothing and equipment dry over the course of a multi-day trip in rain

or snow: Keeping camp dry. Drying wet clothing.
- Basic winter wilderness snow skills
- Experience in multi day trips

Soft skills
- Trail etiquette: Yield to those ascending/whatever makes sense. Stay on trail. Collect

litter. L.N.T (Leave No Trace)
- Leadership techniques for groups and understanding of basic group dynamics in a

wilderness setting
- Selection of qualified participants
- Selection of qualified assistant leader (see below)
- Pretrip talks

A qualified assistant leader must have:
- Proof of current certification of WFA and CPR
- Most of the above

- Good amount of experience, in shape, soft skills, navigation
- The approval of their leader! Leaders have the right to use their discretion when

choosing assistant leaders

Recommended gear for leaders:

Single day trip with good weather
- med kit, xtra food+water+layers, navigation and knowledge of how to use it,

headlamp

Single day trip with wet weather
- Same as above with xtra rain gear and warm things

Single day bad weather
- same stuff as above, bivy sac, sleeping bag (for very cold) and/or ground pad
- EXTRA HAND WARMERS!

Overnight trips of all weather types
- Everything above and more! More layers, more food, water filtration
- Tent, stove, fuel, repair stuff, lighters, more light sources



Last Notes:

- Never take out a trip that you personally aren’t comfortable doing
- If someone is trying to sign up for your trip and they aren’t ready, tell them the trip is

full

Happy trails future ROC leaders :) <3


